
�fÑ+OYMNj:Ñ�j
Principal Research Scientist  |  Data61 I CSIRO
Team Leader, Software Engineering for AI (SE4AI) Research Team   |  Data61 I CSIRO
Lead, Responsible AI Science Team  |  Data61 I CSIRO

I am truly grateful for this recognition and express my 
heartfelt appreciation to my Data61 colleagues. To witness 
the positive impact of Data61’s responsible AI engineering 
approach within the industry has been an amazing  
experience. I look forward to continuing to collaborate  
with industry and community to implement responsible AI.”

“
Winner
£�C˂�į°óąÈą°ŞÓį˄�ŕ°įÏ



�YMGWW:Ñ�E:V:
Co-founder  |  The Centre for Africa Epistemic Justice
Research fellow-Sustainable Digital Economics  
|  Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society

I am a collage made of the rich histories, stories, languages,  
and cultures of the African people. This award is for the many 
African voices that are not represented in AI, and who not 
only experience AI bias, but their knowledge might get lost 
with the new digital social order.”

“
Winner
�ŀąĻŀį°ą˂TÓ°ÏÓįĳïóĬ˂óČ˂�C˄�ŕ°įÏ



�fÑ�:iGXGNÑ4:L:GGÑ)N�
Deputy Director  |  UNSW Data Science Hub
Associate Professor of Computational Biomedicine  |  UNSW

Receiving this award is an honour. The progress I have 
achieved in utilising AI to advance non-invasive cancer 
diagnostics, personalised medicine, and precision therapy is a 
testament to the unwavering support of my exceptional team, 
industry partners, and clinical collaborators. Together, we are 
shaping AI’s transformative impact on digital medicine.”

“
Winner
AI in Health Award



�:MMOGÑ-OV[f:
Founder and CEO |  MACSO Technologies and Comfort.AI

I’m deeply honoured to win this prestigious award.  
It is a testament to the hard work, dedication,  
and passion I have poured into my AI journey. 
This recognition motivates me to push boundaries,  
drive innovation, and empower others to make 
a lasting impact in AI.”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂ZóČóČé˄�ŕ°įÏ



�fÑ,Oi:Ñ�:ijWO[YriG
Researcher  |  Macquarie University Law School
��OWO:iGÑÑðÑÑ�,
Ñ
GYifGÑ[LÑ�qCGWWGYCGÑL[fÑ
Automated Decision-Making and Society (ADM+S)

I am incredibly honoured and grateful for this award and for 
living and working among many passionate, hardworking, 
brave and wonderful women. Thank you for your inspiration. 
I wish this award encourages more women to follow their 
dreams and others to appreciate and acknowledge their 
efforts and contribution.”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂T°ŕ˄�ŕ°įÏ



�fÑ�:YGGiÑ-OYMNÑ)N�Ñ¹
-�º
Director and Data Scientist  |  AI Garage, Mastercard

It is a great privilege to receive the WAI Award for 
the AI in Finance category! WAI offers a unique platform 
through which I hope to encourage young girls and 
women to pursue AI and STEM, to follow their passion, 
and to always aim for the moon!”

“
Winner
AI in Finance Award



Saba Samiei
Founder and CEO |  MACSO Technologies and Comfort.AI

I am humbled by this recognition and thankful to 
the WAI community to have provided a platform that 
enables and empowers women in AI to be seen and heard. 
More determined than ever, I look forward to building 
a community that ethically shapes the future of AI 
and the world.”

“
Winner
AI in Agribusiness and Rural Development Award



,:CN:GWÑ�fG:oGgÑ
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�-�«Ñ
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NOGLÑ�qGCjiOoGÑ!�OCGfÑ:YEÑ
[¿L[jYEGfÑÑðÑÑ
:giWGc[OYiÑ-rgiGXg

It is an honour to be presented with the AI in Cyber  
Security Award. I have always been passionate about 
helping organisations control and protect their data.  
As a founder of Castlepoint Systems, I work to achieve 
this by leveraging ethical AI to safeguard citizens and 
help organisations remain compliant.”

“
Winner
AI in Cyber Security Award



�fÑ5:L:Ñ�[N:W
Snr Lecturer ARC DECRA Fellow
School of Computing & Information Systems
|  Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology, The University of Melbourne

I am honoured to receive the APAC Women in AI Award 
in the AI for Education category. This recognition reinforces 
my commitment to leveraging robotics and AI to transform 
education and empower learners; to create inclusive, 
innovative, and personalized learning experiences 
that prepare the next generations.”

“
Winner
AI in Education Award



�fÑ9GY:Ñ�gg::E
Trusted Autonomous Systems Fellow
Senior Research Fellow  |  Australian National University
Co-Host of the Algorithmic Futures Podcast

Receiving this award is an amazing recognition 
of the work I’ve been doing in this space over the years. 
It’s so great to receive this recognition alongside so many 
other incredibly dedicated and talented women working 
in this space.”

“
Winner
AI in Defence and Intelligence Award



!fW:Ñ�WrYY
Executive - AI, Reporting, Insights and Automation  |  Telstra

Thrilled to be a WAI Awards winner! Culturally diverse 
and adaptive teams are pivotal to our success, fostering 
inclusivity and leveraging diverse perspectives that drive 
innovation and problem-solving. This recognition highlights 
ĻïÓ˂ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓ˂ēè˂ÏóŔÓįĳÓ˂ĻÓ°ċĳ˂óČ˂°ÏŔ°ČÉóČé˂�C˂°ČÏ˂
achieving exceptional results.”

“
Winner
AI in Infrastructure Award



�WOCGÑ-pGGiOYM
Lecturer of Sport Science & Analytics  |  Victoria University

�ēČéį°Ļŀą°ĻóēČĳ˂Ļē˂°ąą˂ŕóČČÓįĳ˂°ČÏ˂ŢČ°ąóĳĻĳʓ˂óČÉąŀÏóČé˂
ċŗ˂ÉēʮŢČ°ąóĳĻ˂$ąóĳ°ʜ˂�ï°ČĂ˂ŗēŀ˂Ļē˂£ēċÓČ˂óČ˂�C˂°ČÏ˂
the sponsors for making these Awards possible. Thanks  
to all my colleagues, collaborators, family and students!  
Special thanks to Professor Di Cook, for nominating  
and encouraging me to step outside my comfort zone.”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂�ĬēįĻ˄�ŕ°įÏ



�:fOÑ�[YGg
General Manager  |  Analytics & Insights, Woolworths New Zealand

I am immensely grateful and deeply humbled to accept this 
ĬįÓĳĻóéóēŀĳ˂°ŕ°įÏʑ˂CĻ˂óĳ˂°˂įÓţÓÉĻóēČ˂ēè˂ĻïÓ˂ÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓ˂ÓèèēįĻ˂°ČÏ 
collaboration of everyone at Woolworths New Zealand. This 
recognition fuels my deep commitment to enhancing the 
performance of New Zealand organisations through emerging 
ĻÓÉïČēąēéóÓĳʓ˂°ÏŔ°ČÉÓÏ˂°Č°ąŗĻóÉĳʓ˂°ČÏ˂°įĻóŢÉó°ą˂óČĻÓąąóéÓČÉÓʑ”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂Z°Čŀè°ÉĻŀįóČé˄�ŕ°įÏ



�fÑ-NfjiOÑ�:Mc:W
Research Scientist  |  Sony Research

It’s an incredible honour to be selected by WAI. I am extremely 
éį°ĻÓèŀą˂Ļē˂£�C˂èēį˂įÓÉēéČóŞóČé˂Ļ°ąÓČĻÓÏ˂ŕēċÓČ˂óČ˂�įĻóŢÉó°ą˂
Intelligence and for creating a community of brilliant women 
óČ˂ĻïÓ˂ŢÓąÏʑ˂TÓĻʹĳ˂ÉēČĻóČŀÓ˂ĬŀĳïóČé˂ÈēŀČÏ°įóÓĳʓ˂ÈįÓ°ĂóČé˂
barriers and creating change together. Thank you!”

“
Winner
AI in Creative Industries Award



�:XÑ�OYÒ�:N
Former Group Data Scientist  |  Maybank, Malaysia

I am immensely grateful and know that my work is a small  
part of the greater ESG movement, ensuring our children 
and our children’s children will enjoy the planet they deserve. 
A wise man once said: We don’t inherit the Earth from our 
ancestors, we borrow it from our children.”

“
Winner
AI in Climate Award



�fÑ)Gif:Ò�jNYGfi
Group Leader of the Statistical Machine Learning Group  |  CSIRO I Data61

I’m humbled and excited to receive this WAI Award  
for the Environment. This Award has helped me see that  
my efforts have been worthwhile and are appreciated  
more widely. Thank you for this award, it has made me  
įÓţÓÉĻ˂ēČ˂ċŗ˂É°įÓÓį˂°ČÏ˂ÉÓąÓÈį°ĻÓ˂ċŗ˂°ÉïóÓŔÓċÓČĻĳʓ˂ 
an invaluable outcome.”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂$ČŔóįēČċÓČĻ˄°ČÏ˂�óēÏóŔÓįĳóĻŗ˂�ŕ°įÏ



,OuV:Ñ)jfp:Yi[
Assistant Professor  |  Monash University
Research Associate  |  UNSW Canberra Space

In this moment of celebration, we acknowledge the strength 
ŕÓ˂ŢČÏ˂ŕïÓČ˂ŕÓ˂ŀĬąóèĻ˂ēČÓ˂°ČēĻïÓįʑ˂£Ó˂ÓċÈį°ÉÓ˂ēŀį˂
ŀČóĮŀÓČÓĳĳʓ˂ÏóŔÓįĳóĻŗʓ˂°ČÏ˂ÏÓĻÓįċóČ°ĻóēČʑ˂TÓĻʹĳ˂ÉēČĻóČŀÓ˂Ļē 
amplify each other’s voices. Every step we take to nurture 
an atmosphere of collaboration and encouragement, paves 
the way for future generations to thrive.”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂�Ĭ°ÉÓ˄�ŕ°įÏ



�fÑ�GggOC:Ñ�[fE
Research Scientist  |  CSIRO

I am incredibly grateful, and honoured, for the recognition 
of this award. This highlights the varied and impactful 
work of CSIRO and other Australian colleagues, and 
the many regional experts working to make change. 
I feel privileged to highlight the role that CSIRO does, 
and can, have in tackling leading global challenges.”

“
Winner
AI in Humanitarian Action Award



�fÑ7:YMÑ-[YM
ARC Future Fellow, Scientia Associate Professor
School of Computer Science and Engineering, UNSW

I’m honoured and proud to receive the Women in Innovation 
�ŕ°įÏʓ˂įÓÉēéČóĳóČé˂ċŗ˂ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻ˂ÉēČĻįóÈŀĻóēČĳ˂Ļē˂°įĻóŢÉó°ą 
intelligence. I’d like to thank my mentors, collaborators and 
students. This recognition inspires me to continue driving 
innovation and developing socially responsible technologies 
óČ˂Ļïóĳ˂Ļį°Čĳèēįċ°ĻóŔÓ˂ŢÓąÏ˂èēį˂ĻïÓ˂ÈÓČÓŢĻ˂ēè˂°ąąʑ”

“
Winner
�C˂óČ˂CČČēŔ°ĻóēČ˄�ŕ°įÏ



�fÑ
:iNrÑ,[BOYg[Y
Principal Research Scientist  |  CSIRO
Member of the National AI Centre Diversity and Inclusion Think Tank team

This award highlights how women are working together 
to communicate and enable Indigenous women rangers 
to use ethical AI and digital technology to monitor 
and manage their country.”

“
Winner
Communicating AI Award


